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NONLINEAR DYNAMIC STRUCTURES

BYA. RONALD GALLANT,PETER E. Rossi,

AND

GEORGETAUCHEN1

The paperdevelopsan approachfor analyzingthe dynamicsof a nonlineartime series
that is representedby a nonparametricestimateof its one-stepaheadconditionaldensity.
The approach entails examinationof conditional moment profiles correspondingto
certain shocks;a conditionalmomentprofile is the conditionalexpectationevaluatedat
time t of a time invariantfunctionevaluatedat time t + j regardedas a functionof j.
Comparingthe conditionalmomentprofilesto baselineprofilesis the nonlinearanalogof
conventionalimpulse-responseanalysis.The approachincludesstrategiesfor layingout
realisticperturbationexperimentsin multivariatesituationsand for undertakingstatistical
inference using bootstrapmethods. It also includes examinationof profile bundles for
evidence of dampingor persistence.The empiricalwork investigatesa bivariateseries
comprisedof daily changesin the Standardand Poor's compositeprice index and daily
NYSE transactionsvolumefrom 1928to 1987.The effortuncoversevidenceshowingthe
heavilydampedcharacterof the "leverageeffect"andthe differentialresponse(short-term
price shocks.
increase,long-termdecline)of tradingvolumeto "common-knowledge"
KEYWORDS:Impulse-response,
nonlineartime series, nonparametric,financialmarket
volatility,tradingvolume.

1. INTRODUCTION
DISTRIBUTION
of a strictly stationary, possibly nonlinear,
PROBABILITY
process is completely summarizedby its one-step ahead conditional density
function. From the nonparametricperspective,the conditional density represents the process and is the fundamental object of interest. However, the
conditional density is a complicatednonlinear function of a large number of
argumentsand is difficultto interpret.Thus, it is importantto develop methods
to elicit the dynamicsembodied in the conditionaldensity.
For a linear process with homogeneouserrors,there is a comprehensivetool
kit of methods for exploringthe dynamicsof a process and comparingthem to
the predictionsof an economic model. A central componentof this tool kit is
the impulse-responseor "error shock" methodologyput forth in Sims (1980)
and refined by Doan, Litterman,and Sims (1984) and others. The key idea of
impulse-responseanalysis is to trace through the system the effects of small
movementsin the innovations,or linear combinationsof the innovations.There
are variousgraphicaland numericaltechniquesfor tracingthroughthe effects of
innovations.These techniquesprovidea means for exploringthe characteristics
of the conditional density, which can be quite complicated even for linear
processes.
There are some extensions of these ideas to volatility. Using a recursive
system of GARCH models, Engle, Ito, and Lin (1990), performan error shock
THE

1 Researchsupportedby NationalScience FoundationGrantsSES-8808015,SES-8810357,SES9023083, North Carolina AgriculturalExperimentStation Project NCO-6134, and the PAMS
Foundation;we thanktwo referees and manyseminarparticipantsfor their helpfulcomments.
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analysisof the effects of price shocks on subsequentvolatility.GARCH models
have additiveinnovationsdefinedby a linear differenceequation.
In this paper, we outline a strategy for performing an impulse-response
analysisof nonlinear time series models. For the general nonlinear model, it
seems less useful to think in terms of an innovation. Rather, the dynamic
propertiesof the nonlinearmodel appearbest elicited by perturbingthe vector
of conditioning argumentsin the conditional density function. The dynamic
response to the perturbationcan be traced out by computingmulti-stepahead
forecasts of the conditional mean and conditional variance functions, The
method can also be applied to general functions, such as those used to study
turningpoints.
If the time series is multivariate,then it is importantto design a series of
perturbationexperimentsthat take into accountthe contemporaneousrelationships between series. It may be unrepresentativeto perturbone of the variables
in the conditioningset without simultaneouslyadjustingthe values of others.
Because the interpretationof a direct perturbationto conditioningvariablesis
more transparentthan perturbingthe errorsof a linear system,it can be easier
to lay out a representativeexperimentaldesign in the space of conditioning
variablesthan in the space of additiveerrorsto a linear system.
Nonlinearimpulse-responseanalysis,as describedabove, involvesa comparison of a conditionalmomentprofileto a baseline profile.A conditionalmoment
profile is the forecastmade at time t of the time t + j value of a time-invariant
functionregardedas a functionof j. Equivalently,a conditionalmomentprofile
is the conditionalexpectationevaluated at time t of a time-invariantfunction
evaluatedat time t + j regardedas a function of j. Other conditionalmoment
profilesare of interest.In particular,bundlesof long-termprofilesrun out from
a subsequenceof data points from the sample can be examinedfor evidence of
persistence.The statisticalsignificanceof a conditionalmoment profile can be
assessed by comparinga sup-normconfidenceband on the profile with a null
profile.
The methods we propose require a means to sample the estimated conditional density efficiently.Having an efficient algorithmto simulate a sample
path, a conditionalmomentprofile can be obtainedby runninga time-invariant
function out over many simulatedsample paths and then averaging.Bootstrap
estimates,which are used to compute sup-normconfidencebounds on profiles,
are obtainedby simulatingthe sample path of the entire data and re-estimating
the density.
We utilize these ideas to study the dynamics of daily price and volume
movements on the NYSE. We employ the conditional density that was estimated via the SNP nonparametrictechnique in Gallant, Rossi, and Tauchen
(1992) for the period 1928 to 1987. This paper examines multi-step ahead
dynamics,while the formerconcentratesexclusivelyon one-step ahead characteristics. We uncover evidence that the so-called "leverage effect" (Nelson
(1991)) is a weak transientphenomenonthat dies away within six to ten days
after a price shock. We also uncoverevidence indicatingthat volume responds
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to price shocks much differently in the short run than in the long run.
Interestingly,this evidence would not have been availablefrom fitting a linear
VAR model with ARCH errors.A VAR-ARCH model imposes symmetryon
the responseof volume to price shocks,and this symmetrydirectlyconflictswith
the intrinsicnature of the price-volumerelationship.
The organizationof the paper is as follows. Section 2 outlines a nonlinear
impulse-responsemethodologyand discusses computations.Section 3 specializes the concepts to an AR(1) model with ARCH and GARCH errors to
provide a comparisonwith existing methods for linear difference equations.
Section 4 discusses strategies for defining representativeimpulse-responsesequences. Section 5 presentsestimatesof the impulse-responseanalysisfor stock
price and volume data. Section 6 contains confirmatoryanalysis. Section 7
investigateslong term persistence in volatilityand volume. Section 8 contains
concludingremarks.
2. IMPULSE-RESPONSE

ANALYSIS OF NONLINEAR

MODELS

Let {y,j,
_7 with y, E RM be a strictlystationaryprocess with a conditional
densityfunctionthat depends upon at most L lags. Denote the L lags of y,,,
.., y)' E RML and write f(yt+1jxt) for the (one-step ahead)
by xt = (Y-L+1,.
conditional density. Due to the strict stationarityassumption,the functional
form f(y Ix) of the conditionaldensitydoes not depend on the index t; that is,
the densityis time invariant.
In this section we shall describe strategies for eliciting the dynamicsof the
process {yt} as representedby f(y lx). To providea familiarframework,we first
summarizeVAR error-shockanalysis.We then discuss conditionalmean profiles, which are closely related to VAR errorshock analysis.Next, the ideas are
extendedto conditionalvolatilityprofiles,which are of particularinterestto the
finance literature.In the remainingsubsectionswe discuss general conditional
moment profiles,computationalissues, sup-normconfidencebands, and profile
bundles.
Because it is criticallyimportantto differentiatebetween one-step ahead and
multi-stepahead conditionalmoments,the terminologythroughoutthe remainder of the paper adheres to the followingconventions.One-step mean is short
for the "one-step ahead forecastof the mean conditionedon the historyof the
for a
process" which is 6L(Yt+1I{Yt-k}1=o) in general or (yt+lI{ytk}Q-j)
Markovianprocess as above. Similarly,the one-step variance, also called the
volatility,is the one-step ahead forecastof the varianceconditionedon history;
that is
Var (y,+l{

yt-kk}'=O)

=

[yt+1-(yt+11yt-k}k=o)]

X [yt+1 1 I(yt+1

{ Yt-k}lk=o)] {Yt-k}'=o}

or Var(yt+1I{yt_k}k-o) for a Markovianprocess. With respect to a conditional
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moment profile,
&[g(Yt+J,

***Yt+j)I{Yt-kk=O(=

the word moment refers to the time-invariant function g(y

j...,

yo). Thus, the

term conditionalmean profile is short for "the conditionalmoment profile of
the one-step mean" and conditionalvolatilityprofile is short for "the conditional momentprofile of the one-step variance."
Analysis
2.1. VARError-Shock
Since Sims' (1980) paper, impulse-responsefunctionshave been widely used
to study the dynamicsof a linear process. Briefly,the ideas are as follows.
Suppose
A(Y) yt = ut
where A(Y) = I - ESL=AkYyk, is a matrix polynomial in the lag operator Y
and {ut}rt_. is a sequence of iid innovationswith mean 6ut = 0 and variance
matrixVar(u,) = 6utu' = 12.Suppose also that A(y) is invertibleso that
Yt= B(Y
27ut

where B(Y) = [A(CZ)]-' = Eko=OBktyk. Denote the ijth element of B(Y) by
Bij(Y) = Ewk=obijkYk.The sequence {bijk}k=O can be viewed as the dynamic

responseof the ith variableto a positive,one-unitmovementin the jth element
of the innovationvector ut.
The sequence {bijk}k=Ocan be computedas follows:Put ?t= 0 for negative t.
Put 9O= j for t = 0, where f; is a vectorwith 1 in the jth position and 0 in the
others. Iterate the differenceequation 't = EL 1A,9yt over positive t. The ith
element of the sequence {'t}t0 is the sequence {bijk}k=O.This method is a well
knowncomputationaltechniquefor obtainingthe ijth element of [A(Y)]-1.
For later reference,note that due to linearityone could also compute{'t}t=1
as follows:Let {9tA}T0 be an arbitrarysequence.Set A+= AO + fj for t = 0 and
and
+=9t for negative t. Iterate the difference equations 9t=s=
As9I-s
t.
for
Put
=A
E1As9+
9t=
positive
s
Also for later reference,note that 9+ is the conditionalmean of the process
{yt}7t- with initial conditions {9j}t?=- By the law of iterated expectations, 9t
is also the forecast of the one-step mean 6ytj+1yj{yt_jj}) given initial condiA

A-O

tions {9+t}O

In applied work, the contemporaneouscovariancematrix Q2of the linear
system is usually not diagonal. In this case, a perturbationof one unit in ujt
holding the other elements of ut constant is not considered representativeof
the typical shocks that impinge on the system. Commonpractice in the literature is to restrict attention to orthogonalizedshocks. An orthogonalizationis
obtained by choosing-a lower triangularmatrix H such that H2H' = I, and
-writing yt=B*(..)ut*,

where B*(Y)=B(Y)H-1,

and u'*=Hut.

The ijth

element of B*(Y) represents the response of variable i to orthogonalized
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innovation u>, which is a linear combination of the elements ut. As is well
known, the orthogonalization of errors by factorization of Q is not unique,
making it difficult to provide an economic interpretation of shocks to the
orthogonalized errors. This identification problem has led to a large literature
on "structural VAR" analysis using both short-run restrictions (Blanchard and
Watson (1986)), and long-run restrictions (Blanchard and Quah (1989); King,
Plosser, Stock, and Watson (1991)) to identify the structural rather thanreduced-form errors.
In the general nonlinear case, there are various notions of an innovation. One
could center y, on a conditional mean or median and leave it unscaled or scale
by the conditional variance or range. It may be difficult to compute an impulse
response for any of these notions of an innovation. However, if instead of
viewing perturbation of ut as the primitive concept, the computational technique of perturbing yt is viewed as the primitive, then the ideas from linear
VARs extend directly as we shall see in the subsections that follow. Regardless
of whether impulse responses are computed by direct perturbation or through
innovations, a structural model is still needed to link shocks to endogenous
variables back to shocks in underlying exogenous or policy variables. Also, there
are complications related to the task of obtaining realistic perturbations, especially for multivariate data. These issues are addressed more fully in Section 4
and Subsection 5.2. Our strategy uses graphical methods to develop an experimental design for the shocks.
2.2. Conditional Moment Profiles-Means
Consider the general case in which {ytj is a stationary process represented by
the one-step ahead conditional density f(y Ix). Define the conditional mean
profile {9 (x)}Uj=0corresponding to initial condition x by
9j(x) = &(yt+jIxt =x)
=

yfJ(ylx) dy

where f'(y 1x) denotes the j-step ahead conditional density
M(Y

with x =

X)

+,
(Y'L+1...

...'

r

IL ,l(yi+

llYi-L+11

...

.
Yi)] dyl *

dyj -

YO)'.(If a dummyvariableof integrationcoincideswith an

element of x, that integration is omitted.)
In empirical work, f'(y Ix) is approximated by using a nonparametric estimate
f(y Ix) in place of f(y Ix). Given an efficient algorithm for sampling f(y IX),
91(x) is easily computed using Monte Carlo integration as discussed in Subsection 2.5 below.
Recall the interpretationof x = (Y L+1 Y'-L+2.. ., Y')': yO E RM represents
a contemporaneous value; the y-k E RM,l 1 k < L - 1, represent lags. Let
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Sy
5y - E RM representsmallperturbationsto the contemporaneousy0 where
by+ is "positive"and by- is "negative"in a sense to be made precise later.
Put
,

X = (

-L +11 Y-L

X = (Y-L+11
X

= (

-L+11

+2- '

0)

Y-L+2'-

* *' Y)'

Y-L+2'-

***

+O

(00

' ..

'Sy)

Thus, x+ is an initial condition correspondingto a positive impulse or shock
by+ added to contemporaneousy0, x- correspondsto a negative impulse,
while xo representsthe base case with no impulse.
Now put
9A =A (x+),
AP

?j(X

9j =

),

(X-),

for j=0,1,2,....
The conditionalmean profiles {9+}7x0{92}70,and {9-I j=0'
are forecasts of subsequent y, +j for each of these three initial x values. The
profile {9;9}7.
= is the baseline forecast.
A naturaldefinitionof the nonlinearimpulseresponse is the net effect of the
impulse by+ (or Sy-). The net effect is obtained by comparingthe profile for
by+ (or by-) to the baseline. Specificallythe sequence, {?
AJ
0 represents
the net response to the positive impulse while {97 -9 .0}7-representsthe net
response to the negative impulse. The impulse responses depend upon the
initial x, which reflects the nonlinearitiesof the system.A similardevelopment
of a nonlinearshockingstrategyis undertakenindependentlyin Potter (1991),
who develops various theoretical concepts of nonlinearityand persistence of
time series. Our approachbelow places more emphasis on the complications
generated by defining "typical"shocks for multivariatedata, on impulse responses for higher-orderfunctionsof the data (for example,volatility),and on
methods of statisticalinference.
Tracing out the impulse responses of a nonlinear system in the way just
describedis the exact analogue of VAR error-shockanalysis,as was noted in
the remarksregardingcomputationsin Subsection2.1.
For multivariatenonlinearimpulse-responseanalysis,the same issues arise as
in the linear case regardingthe contemporaneouscorrelationstructureamong
the variables.To be concrete, suppose Sy+ containsa perturbationof unity for
the firstvariable,so one is tracingout the effects of a shock in the firstvariable.
For the impulseresponsesto be realistic,the remainingelements of Sy+ should
be adjustedto take account of contemporaneouscovariance.One possible way
to do this would be to enter for the remainingelements their predictedvalues
given the movement in the first variable.These can be calculated eithor from
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linear projections, as in Sims (1980), or from the conditional expectations
impliedby the fitted densityof the data.
An alternative,which is used in Subsection5.2 below, is to inspect a scatter
plot of the data cloud {yj} and visually determine shocks Sy+ and by- that
appear typical relative to the historicaldispersionof the data. This strategyis
availablefor two or three dimensionaldata, but, of course,will not workdirectly
for four or more dimensions. An interesting topic for future research is
explorationof the feasibilityof using cluster analysisto determine reasonable
shocksfrom higherdimensionalpoint clouds. Of particularinterestmightbe the
robustclusteringstrategiesof Liu (1990).
2.3. ConditionalMomentProfiles-Volatility
So far we have only consideredtracingout the effects of shockson the means
of subsequent y's. But there are macro and finance applicationswhere one is
interestednot only in the effects of shocks on the means of subsequent y's but
also the effects on subsequentvolatility.In financialapplications,for instance, y
is a price change, which is nearly unpredictable,but large price swings have
strong implicationsfor subsequentvolatility(see Nelson (1991), Bollerslevand
Engle (1993), and the referencestherein). In macro applications,one might be
interested in the effects of monetarydisturbanceson subsequentoutput volatility.
In the familiarcase of a model that has a notion of an innovation,such as a
VAR,
A(L)yt = ut,
volatilityis defined as the one-step variance of the innovation ut. This is the
concept usually applied to ARCH and GARCH specificationsof {utj. The
one-step variance of ut is, of course, the same as the one-step variance of yt
which is computedas
Var(ylx)

=

[Y-

(ylx)] [y

-

(ylx)]'f(ylx)

dy,

( y Jx) = fyf( ylx) dy.

It is of interest to trace out the effects of a shock on subsequentvolatilityby
extendingthe analysisabove. To do so, note that the law of iterated expectations disguisedthe fact that it is actuallythe effect of a shock on the one-step
mean &(y Jx) of y that is traced out in Subsection 2.2. That is, 91(x) =
[(1yt+

Ixt+i_d)Ixt =x] and a conditional mean profile is actually a forecast of

the one-step mean of y given contemporaneousx. The extensionto volatilityis
immediate.
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Define
VPX)

=

&[Var(yt+jlxt+j_l)|xt

=f.

fVar(yjlYj_l-L,

=x]
... , Yp-1)

'j-1

X

... Yi)
yi+11 yi-L +1 *I*

F1f(
_i=o

dyl ... dyi

. *, Yo)'. (If a dummyvariableof integration
for j = 1,2,... where x = (Y'+1,
coincideswith an element of x, that integrationis omitted.) Pj(x)is the forecast
of the one-step variance (or variance matrix) j steps ahead, conditional on

xt =x.

The analysisproceeds as before. x? defines baseline initial conditions, x+
corresponding to a positive impulse by+, and x- a negative impulse by-. The

net effect of an impulseis assessedby plottingits profilerelativeto the baseline.
Examplesare presented in Subsections5.1 and 5.2.
The conditionalvolatility profile, {iP(x)}j=1,is different from the path describedby the j-step aheadmean squareerrorof the processwhichis definedby
.*j(x) = Var(Yt+jIxt=x).
The contrastis best seen by writing
A

(x)

- &(yt+j1Xt+j11)]'xt
=x},
[(Yt+j-(yt+j1xt+j_1)I
[Yt+j

=

-

[Yt+j- 6(yt+jlxt)]Ixt =x}.
(j(x) = -[Yt+-(yIt+jlxt)]
Thus Vj(x)and X0i(x)are seen to differonly in the centeringfor a mean square
error computation. The conditional volatility profile is centered at
(yt+jIxt+j_1 ), while the j-step ahead mean square error is centered at
4(y,+j4dt.

Which concept is of primaryinterest depends upon the character of the
application.The conditionalvolatilityprofileappearsto be the one better suited
for studying the structure of the second moment properties of the process
separatelyfrom first moment properties. This intuition is based on examples
from parametricmodels (see Section 3) and the identity
Xj(x)

vj

+

E9

6[(

(yt+j(Xt+k)

(Yt+jlXt+k-1)]

k=
X [6'(yt+j1Xt+k)

-

6(yt+j1Xt+k-1)]'Xt

=X}

Thus, XI(x) is a confoundingof Aj(X) with the variabilityof the conditional
expectation of yt+j as information accumulates between times t and t +j - 1.

This confoundingcomingles first and second moment characteristicsof {yt},
which complicatesthe task of understandingthe second moment propertiesof
the process.
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On the other hand, for analyzingthe propertiesof forecastsof Yt+j given the
history of the process up through time t, Ai(x) would be the appropriate
concept. This type of analysis, while important in some applications, is of
secondaryinterest in this paper.
2.4. ConditionalMomentProfiles-General Functions
The extension of the preceding analysis,which only considers the first two
conditionalmomentsof yt, to general, possiblynonlinear,functionsis straightforward.
Let g(yj,

y-j+i,...,

y0) denote a time-invariant function of a stretch of y's

of length J + 1. Put
[9g(Yt +j -j,***

gj(

Yt +j) ixt

XA)

[j-1]

for j = 0, 1,.... where x = (Y' L+, . Y')'. (If a dummyvariableof integration
coincideswith an element of x, that integrationis omitted.)
{X0
The profiles {gj(x+)}J70g
(x0)}j=0,and {gj(x-)}7j'0are the forecastsof g's
starting from the initial conditions x+, x?, and x-, respectively. Profiles

comparedto baseline
_
gj (X

x

{gj

{gj(

)gj(

))}o

)=}

to shocks
are the dynamic impulse responses of g(yt-j+j,yt-j+j+...,yt+j)
by+ and by-.
This general setup subsumesa wide varietyof cases. By suitablydefiningthe
function g, it covers the earlier cases where the impulse responses are defined
for the one-step means and variances.Another potential applicationis turning
point analysis.Under one notion of a downturn,the function
9(yt-3,

Yt-2, Yt-1, Yt) =I(yt-2

>yt-3,

Yt-1 "Yt-2,

Yt "Yt-J),

where I(-) is the zero-one indicator function, takes the value unity if a
downturnoccurs between t - 3 and t. Hence, a forecast of g(yt-3+j, Yt-2+j,
yt- 1+j, Yt+j),j > 1, is the conditionalprobabilityof a downturnbetween t - 3 +j
and t + j. Examinationof the impactthat shocksto yt have on these conditional
probabilitiescan possibly provide insight in the character of business cycle
fluctuationsand, in particular,insightinto the asymmetriccharacterof business
cycles.
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2.5. Computations

In general, analytical evaluation of the integrals in the definition of a
conditionalmoment profile is intractable.At the same time, though, evaluation
is well suited to Monte Carlo integration.The steps involved in Monte Carlo
integrationare outlined for the generalcase. Specializationto conditionalmean
and volatilityprofilesis obvious.
Let {yjr}7.=1,r = 1,2, ..., R, denote R simulated realizationsof the process
startingfrom xo = x. In other words, yr is a randomdrawingfrom f(y Jx)with
X =(YL+1,
XYQ1,Y'OY; Y2 is a random draw from f(ylx), with x=
, 'Y, and so forth.
(YIL + 2,r*** YO
y0) denotes a time-invariantfunctionof a stretchof {fy}
As above, g(yj ]...,
of length J + 1. Then
( X)

yj-

gii(

.. 9 j)

.
9

FAY'1Y=L1

y

i)]d

lR
==
E(yr-J, ... , yf)
R
r=1

with the approximation error tending to zero almost surely as R

00,

under

mild regularityconditionson f and g.
To illustrate, a nonparametricestimator of the one-step ahead conditional
density of a nonlinear,stationarytime series is the kernel estimate (Robinson
(1983))
A

f (ylx)-

=l
ff~~~E

-Yt, x-xt)

Et=,K2(y

n7K(x-

t=Kl(x
n71K

-xt)

(x-xt)Ky2(y-ytlx-xe)
Et=Kl(x -xt)

where K2(y, x) is a multivariatedensity function such as the normal, K1(x) =
fK2(y,x) dy, and K2(y Ix)= K2(y, x)/fK2(y,x) dy. To sample y from this
density for given x, randomly select t, 1 < t < n, with probability K1(x xt)/En=1K1(x-xt) and then sample y from the density p(y)=K2(y Y
x-Xt)

2.6. Sup-Norm Confidence Bands

The significanceof a profile (or of a linear combinationof profiles)may be
assessed by comparingits sup-normconfidenceband with a null profile.A null
profile describesa null response to an impulseand would usuallybe a horizontal line throughzero or some other unconditionalmoment. If the band includes
the null profile,the effect of the impulse is judged insignificant.
Sup-normbands can be constructedby bootstrapping,which is a method that
uses simulationto take into accountthe samplingvariationin the estimationof
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ft(y x); see Efron (1992). In this case, the method is implementedas follows:

Additionaldata sets of the same length as the originaldata are generatedfrom
the fitted conditionaldensity f(y Ix) using the initial conditionsof the original
data. A conditional density is estimated from each data set and a profile
computedfrom it. A 95% sup-normconfidenceband is an 8-bandaround the
profile from f(ylx) that is just wide enough to contain 95% of the simulated
profiles.
To illustrate, consider setting a sup-norm band on a difference between
conditionalvolatilityprofilesof the first element yl, of yt,

(1= 1, ... ,J),
Xi= 47[Var(y1Ilxj.l)lx+J - f[Var (yj1x1i_)1xj]
as in Subsection 6.3. The computations proceed as follows. Let {Yt}t=L+1
denote the rth simulated data set from the conditional density (y Ix), r =
1,..., R, computed as described in Subsection 2.5. In these simulations,the
initial conditions x = (y',..., yLY are held the same for each r whereas the
seed of the randomnumbergeneratoris reset randomlyfor each r. Let fr(yIx)
denote a nonparametricestimate of f(y Ix) fitted to {y[r};Compute
Mr=

maX

l1r

Al

1<j<J

for each r where /I is computedfrom fr(ylx) as describedin Subsection2.3.
Lastly, letting M0O. denote the 0.95 quantile of the {Mr}rR= the sup-norm
confidenceband on {1<: j=1,..., J} is

Xi M

(j= 1,2,...,J).

To see this, note that for probabilitiescomputedusing f(y Ix)
[ 1= AjAk47A4
+Mo9..Aj+M9)
E
-P(Ar,*,)

-

-

Pr [M

M0M95

0.95.

A sample from fty Ix) will usuallyappearmore homogeneousthan a sample
from the true conditionaldensity(Efron and LePage (1992)).This would tend to
bias the bandwidthdeterminedfrom the data upwardfor a kernel estimatorand
the truncationpoint of a series estimatordownward.Thus, we recommendthat
the bandwidthor truncationpoint of fr(y Ix) be that of fty Ix).
At this level of generality,the bootstrap as described above, or one of its
variants(Efron and LePage (1992)), is perhaps all that is available.However,
when the estimatorof the conditionaldensityis based on a parametricmodel or
a series expansion,there are some alternativeapproachesbased on the usual
-finitedimensionalasymptotics.
Considerthe case of a series expansion.An estimatorof the one-step ahead
conditionaldensitybased on a series expansionhas the representationPK(Y IX,6)
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where 0 is a finite dimensionalvectorwhose elements are the coefficientsof the
series expansion. The values 0 of these coefficients are determinedby some
statisticalproceduresuch as maximumlikelihood or method of moments. The
length po of 0 dependson the point K at which the underlyingseries expansion
is truncated.If K is regardedas fixed and PK(Y Ix, 60) is regardedas the true
data generatingmodel for some 00, then standardfinite dimensionalasymptotic
results apply(Gallant(1987, Chapter7)) and
n (0 _00) _+N[0, V(0?)]

where V(0) is of the form
V(0) =

-1

with ,Y(0)and Y(0) determinedby the statisticalestimationprocedureused to
compute 0.
A conditionalmoment profile for fixed x is a sequence of functionalsof the
one-step ahead conditionaldensity PK(y Ix, 0). As a consequence of the parametric representationof the one-step ahead conditionaldensity, this sequence
of functionals can be represented as a sequence of parametric functions:
{gj(x, 0): j = 1, ..., J}. Let
g(o) = [g1(x 0)9 ... ., gj(x, gt

An asymptotic95% sup-normconfidenceband for g(60) is g 0(x,0) ?s where E
is determinedsuch that

d

1(x,~)-E<g1(u)<g1(x,~)+E,
N[du
., InJ}95
<- <gi(U)<gi(X, )+ E, i = 1, . N.
{U|E-91PH9:
gi(X,

16,V(0)/n]

095

This integral is easiest to compute by drawinga random sample {6r}rR from
N[u I0 V(0)/n], using PK(Y IX,Or)to compute g(6r) for each r by Monte-Carlo
integrationas describedin Subsection2.5, and putting an E-bandaround g(0)
just wide enough to include 95% of the g(6r), r = 1, .. ., R.
Alternatively,if the form of g() .were not too complicated,one could find
the distributionof g(u) from N[u 160V(0)/n] with a changeof variablesor use a
Taylorexpansionto get an approximationand compute E analytically.With an
analytical expression, one could also use the Bonferroni inequality to set
simultaneouslyvalid, equal width confidence intervalson the gj(x, 0) to get a
sup-normband althoughthe use of such a conservativemethodwould probably
give unnecessarilywide bands. It is importantto notice, however, that either
analytical or Monte Carlo computations based on N[u I0, V(0)/nI require
inversionof the large and impreciselydeterminedmatrix 7(0).
Were it possible to get the exact, small sample distributionF6(u 10) of 0, one
could sample from Fb(u160)instead of N[u I0,V(0)/nI and avoid the inversion.
Since 00 is not known,the obvious approachis to sample from Fb(u 0) instead
of Fb(u10?).This is the bootstrapas describedat the beginningof this subsection. Its use would be justified if Fb(uI0) could be shown to be asymptotically
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N[u 10?, V(0&)/n] since this would imply Fb(u10) is asymptoticallyFb(u160)
(because Fb(u160) is asymptotically N[u 160,V(0?)/n]). Unfortunately, the

asymptotictheory that implies Fb(u10?)is asymptoticallyN[u010,V(0?)/n] is
not adequateto implythat Fb(uI0) is asymptoticallyN[u 10?,V(60)/n].
One needs a centrallimit theoremof the sort that states Fb(ul6) is asymptotically N[u 160,V(60)/n] for any sequence On that convergesto 0?; that is, one
needs a continuouslyconvergentcentral limit theorem. These are availablefor
nonlinearmodels with regressionstructure(Gallant (1987, Chapter3)) but are
not availablefor nonlinear dynamicmodels (Gallant (1987, Chapter 7)). This
point is discussedin Efron (1992), Bickel (1992), and their references.
Nonetheless, in view of the statistical and numerical instability in the
computationof V(0) when po is large, we elect not to use methods based on
N[u 10,V(0)/n] despite the lack of results supportinguse of F(u 10).See Efron
and LePage (1992) for a more complete discussion of this point and further
argumentsupportingthis strategy.
When K grows with the sample size, either adaptivelyor deterministically,
and 00 is regarded as the truncation of an infinite dimensional parameter,
sup-normbands constructedfrom N[u 10,V(0)/n] are asymptoticallyvalid and
have a nonparametricinterpretationin the situations considered by Andrews
(1991), Eastwood(1991), and Gallantand Souza (1991). However,the processes
and estimators they studied are simpler than those discussed here and their
results have not been extended to our more complicatedsetting.
We use sup-normbands, that is, equal width, simultaneouslyvalid confidence
bands, because they are easy to interpretand to displaygraphically.One could
set an elliptical band on {gj(x)}f_1 or bands whose width is proportionalto
Var[gj(x)]. Proportionalbands could be made simultaneouslyvalid or they
could be constructed to be valid only for each j considered separately as
advocatedby Runkle (1987) for use with linear VAR impulse-responseanalysis.
The bootstrapstrategyoutlined above is easily adaptedto any shape and can be
made either simultaneouslyvalid or separatelyvalid as desired.
2.7. Profile Bundles

Bollerslev and Engle (1993) develop interesting theoretical notions of cointegrationand persistencein variance.FollowingBollerslevand Engle (1993),
we will say that {y,j is not integratedin mean if
lim &[&( Yt+j1It+11)j

t] =const

for all t

with probabilityone, where 5t is the sigma-fieldgenerated by {yt-j}I-0 The
process is integratedin mean if the conditionfails. Similarly,the process is not
integratedin varianceif
lim [Var (yt+jI t+j- 1)I

] = const

for all t

with probabilityone. The process is integratedin varianceif the conditionfails.
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The idea is that the process is integrated in either mean or variance if the
correspondinglong-term forecasts of the one-step mean or variance remain
sensitive to the initial condition in the limit as j -m oo.
For example, consider Yt+1 = PYt + ut+1 where yt is real valued and ut is iid
For 0 <p < 1 a plot against t +j will
(0,c 2).
[(yt+jIt+j-1)ItI=pjyt.

damp towardzero; for p = 1 a plot will remainat yt indefinitely.
These notions suggest a strategy for checking for integration in mean or
variance.Namely, look for excessivesensitivityto initial conditionsin both the
and the conditional volatility profile
conditional mean profile {91(x)}7j=O
P
{ Wj(}_1. Given that the notion of a unit root is intrinsically a linear concept,

this seems to be the only practicalstrategyfor investigatingissues of integration
in a model fitted to a general nonlinearprocess. In general, extremesensitivity
to initial conditions does not imply that the time series is nonstationary.For
example,Nelson (1991) shows that I-GARCH models, which are integratedin
variance,are strictlystationarybut lack unconditionalsecond moments.
A reasonable empirical strategy for checking the sequences {9^1(x)}Ujo0
and
for
to
initial
is
to
for
excessive
conditions
over-plot
profiles
sensitivity
{iP(x)}jU_1
sequences over a wide range of x values and see whether the thicknessof this
bundle of overplotted profiles tends to collapse to zero or retain its width
indefinitely.In a sample large enough to permit nonparametricestimation of
f(y Ix), the {xt} sequence
=(Y>

(t=L,...,n)

t)

L+,...,

obtained directlyfrom the data should providean adequaterange of values.
While these methods might be adapted to the determinationof the average
slope or Lyapunovexponent of a process for the purpose of checkingfor near
epoch dependence or chaotic dynamics, there are other, more specialized,
methods that are better suited to this task; see Nychka, Ellner, Gallant, and
McCaffrey(1992) and their references.
3. EXAMPLES BASED ON PARAMETRIC

MODELS

This section uses familiar ARCH and GARCH models to examine the
propertiesof the conceptsintroducedin Section 2 and discussesimplicationsfor
nonlinearimpulse-responseanalysis.
3.1. AR(1) with ARCH(1) Errors

FollowingEngle (1982), suppose
yt+l = Ayt + ut+1

where {ut+1 are N(O, .t7+2) variablessuch that
2+1=

a + au 2

and where -1 < A < 1, a > 0, and 0 < a < 1. The mappingto the notation of
Section 2 is: xt = (yt1, yt)'; x = (y1, y0)Y;and the perturbed and baseline
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initial conditions are x+= (y1, y0 + 8y+Y, x-= (y1, y0 + y-Y, and x0 =
(y - 1,y0)Y,respectively,with a y - = - a y +.
For this model, a reasonablenotion of the typical dynamicresponse of the
one-step mean to a unit shock by+= 1 is the sequence {Aj};O. Similarly,a
reasonablenotion of the typicaldynamicresponseof volatilityto a unit shock is
the sequence {aj}r 1 As we shall see, for the AR(1) model with ARCH(1)
errors,the impulse-responsesequence for a unit shock is {Ai}r_O
regardlessof
initial conditions.If the baseline initial condition is appropriatelychosen, then
the volatilityimpulse-responsesequence to a unit shock is {aj}lj1 as well.
The AR(1) part of the model determinesthe conditionalmean profilewhich
is 9^(x)=A yo. The correspondingimpulse-responsesequences are ^j+- =
AS8y , and y9j-9yj=Ai8y-.

The response is symmetric; that is, ?j+-

J=

_ -Y91
( y -_- y^9)

Both the AR(1) part and the ARCH(1) part determine the conditional
volatilityprofilewhich is
11ai

v(x)=

0 < a <1

2
+ a(YO - Ay-,)

a 1_

a=1.

aj +(yo-Ay_1)2

The correspondingimpulse-responsesequences are
^

-j
a'( Yo+SY+Ay_)2
Ji V+-V=

vj--vj

= ai(yO +yb

-Ay-,)

- ai(yo

_-a

_AY_1)29

_oAY _1)2.

The volatility impulse-response sequences depend upon the initial xo =
(y-1, y0), and are not symmetric,which reflects the nonlinearcharacterof the
process. However, if the initial condition is the unconditional mean xo=
['(y),& (y)]'= (O,O) and y+= -y=
1, then Pi+- ^vj= vj - vj = a', the anticipatedpatternfor the typicalresponseof volatilityto shocksin the ARCH(1)
model.
Basic calculationsshow that if baseline xo were drawn randomlyfrom the
unconditionaldistributionof xt, then 41(Pj+-v) = ai, where the expectationis
with respect to the unconditionaldistributionof xt, f(xt). To put this another
way, if the sequence {(j+-i ? 1 were computed for a large number of xo
drawnrandomlyfrom f(xt), then their averagewould also plot, approximately,
-

as {aj}J 1 In this sense, the averageof the volatilityimpulse responses equals
what one anticipates for the typical response of volatility to shocks in the
ARCH(1) model.
Interestingly,then, for the ARCH(1) model, it makes no differencewhether
one first sets x0 = &(x) and computes the impulse-response sequence {Pj+or whether one draws xo randomlyfrom f(xt) and then averagesthe
impulse-responsesequences. Either way delivers {aj}J-1 as the response to a

unit shock. This equivalence is due to the linear-quadraticstructure of the
ARCH(1) model. It extends directlyto general ARCH and GARCH models,
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but not to other models of conditionalheteroskedasticitywith different functional forms, for examplethe E-GARCH model of Nelson (1991).
The characteristicsof the profile bundles used to check for integrationin
mean or varianceare determinedas follows:
lim {91(x1) - 91(xt2)) = (Ytl - Yt2)lim A',
J-4~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i
J-400

lim

_0

At=

{pi(xt,)-A

- 2Ay

0

(yt -

_1)

Ayt2_1)21limJiJ

The profilebundles for the mean will thus reveal long-termdependenceon the
initial condition when A = 1 and will not otherwise. Likewise, the profile
bundles for the volatility will show long-term dependence if a = 1, which is
integrationin variance,and will not otherwise.
=
,21=,2
~~~~~~~02
variance equation t+1 = a + aut2 so that o/+
=
=
By putting a = Oin the
const, the contrastbetween a conditionalvolatilityprofile and a j-step ahead
conditionalmean squareerrorpath becomes readilyapparent.With this restriction, the conditional volatility profile becomes vi (x)=

2, for all j, and the

correspondingimpulse-responsesequences are such that vj - ViJ= Vi - Vi =0,
for all j. The conditionalvolatilityprofile and impulse-responsesequences do
not depend upon j and will plot as horizontallines. By way of contrast, the
j-step ahead conditional mean square error path is 0 = -[Yt+<A= and
o2j if A2=1. The
(yt+jlXt)]2lXt =cr2(1 -A2j)/(l -A2) if A2<1,
dependence of I#. on A reflects the confounding of mean and variance
parameterscharacteristicof the j-step ahead mean squareerrorpath.
3.2. AR(1) with GARCH(1, 1) Errors

Considerthe generalizationto a GARCH specificationof Bollerslev(1986):
Yt+1= Ayt + Ut+1

where {ut+ 1}are N(0, ot 1) variablessuch that
2 1=

a+

ot2 +

au2

with -1 <A < 1, a > 0, a >0, p8 >0, and a +,8 < 1. When a +,8 = 1, then this
is the I-GARCH specificationwith the associated complicationsdiscussed by
Nelson (1990).
For this setup, the conditionalvolatilityprofile takes the form
j-1
A(X)

=a

E (a

+,8)k

+ (

+ a)

a( yo

-AY)

k=O

)j- 1

E pk(
k=O

y1-k-AY-2-k)2.

Here x = ( ** Y-2 Y-1, yO),with the dependence extendinginto the indefinite
past due to the non-Markoviancharacterof the GARCH model.
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Impulse-responsesequencesfor the volatilityin this case are
A+-v
A.

-

^--v?

AO

(a + ,6)j-1a( yO+ by+_
1L

v=(aP

a

(a + p)1a(

Ay-,

ayO-AyVl

y0

-

_1)

-

(a +)j-1a(
yo-Ay_1)2.
If a + ,8 < 1, then the volatility response sequences decay like (a + ,8)j-1 as

j -m oo. If a +,8 = 1, the I-GARCH case, then the impulse-response sequences
are straightlines, reflectingthe strongdependenceon initial conditions.
4. REPRESENTATIVE

IMPULSE-RESPONSE

SEQUENCES

As seen from the preceding sections, the impulse-responsesequences of a
nonlinearmodel depend upon the conditioningargumentxo used as the initial
condition.It is clearlyimpracticalto reportthe impulse-responsesequencesfor
manydifferent xo, and it is desirableto report the "representative"or average
impulse-responsesequences. There are two basic strategies for accomplishing
this averaging.One is to use &(x,) for xo and start the impulseresponsesfrom
that point. The other is to draw xo from the marginaldensity of xt, compute
the impulse-responsesequence for each xo, and then average the sequences
over the drawings.Both strategiesare implementedand comparedin Section 5.
For an ARCH model these two strategiesare equivalent,as noted in Subsection
3.1. In general, though, the strategiescould possibly give differentpictures of
the typical impulse-responsesequence. The strategies differ in the orders in
which the operationsof functionevaluationand integrationtake place. Neither
strategydominates the other, and there are advantagesand disadvantagesto
each.
An advantageof the first strategy,which simply sets xo = &(x), is that it
ensures that the conditioningvector lies near the center of the data where the
conditional density is most precisely estimated. However, the fact that all
elements of the conditioningare set to the same value means that the initial
condition is ratherunrealisticfor studyingvolatility;a vector with all elements
constantrepresentsan abnormallycalm period in termsof marketvolatility.We
discussthis issue more in Section 5 below. The second strategyaveragesover all
possible initial conditionsand therebycircumventsthis difficulty.But it is more
computationallyintensive, and, in particular,sup-normconfidence bands are
beyond the reach of currentequipmentbecause the computationaldemandsof
averagingover many possible x vectors are great. In addition, the second
computationcould be less robustbecause it will be influencedby extreme x's.
5. IMPULSE-RESPONSE

ANALYSIS OF STOCK PRICES AND VOLUME

There are two importantstrands to the empirical literature on short-term
price and volume movements.The first strand, the ARCH literature,focuses
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almost exclusivelyon the dynamicsof the price process alone and investigates
time-varyingvolatility.(See Bollerslev,Chou, and Kroner(1992) for a reviewof
ARCH in finance.) In particular, French, Schwert, and Stambaugh(1987),
Schwert(1989, 1990),and Nelson (1991) examineasymmetriesin the conditional
variance function. This work, which uses only the price series and focuses on
one-step ahead prediction, reports evidence that large negative price movements are followed by larger increases in volatility than large positive movements. This asymmetricresponse of volatilityto crashes and booms is termed
the "leverageeffect" after earlywork by Black (1976) and Christie(1982),who
ascribethe effect to changes in the riskinessof firm equity induced by changes
in the debt/equity ratio. In our work, we use the term "leverage"simply to
describe asymmetryin the conditionalvariancefunction as is now common in
the volatilityliterature(see, for example,Nelson (1991)).
The second stranddocumentsa strongcontemporaneouscorrelationbetween
the trading volume and price volatility movements. The finding that large
movementsin price typicallytake place on days with high volume is extremely
robust across a wide varietyof marketsand time periods. (See Karpoff(1987),
Lamoureuxand Lastrapes (1992), and Tauchen and Pitts (1983).) Following
Kyle (1985), a theoretical literaturewith nontrivialimplicationsfor the pricevolume relationshiphas emerged. These models generate trade through the
mediation of new information in a framework characterizedby imperfect
competitioncoupledwith asymmetricinformation.In Blume,Easley,and O'Hara
(1991), the trading activities of informed traders convey informationto uninformedtradersthroughobservedtradingvolume.This induces a contemporaneous relationshipbetween price change and volumevery similarin appearanceto
the results in the empiricalliterature.Trade has also been generated in noisy
rational expectations models (De Long, Shleifer, Summers, and Waldmann
(1990)). Lang, Litzenberger,and Madrigal(1992) examine cross-sectionalrelationships between volume and price movement in an effort to discriminate
among variants of these models. While the recent theoretical literature is
capable of generatingtrade and gives implicationsfor contemporaneouspricevolume relationships,virtually nothing is understood theoretically about the
dynamicsof price and volume movements.
In this section, we apply the methods suggested in Section 2 to generate
empirical evidence on the multi-step ahead price and volume dynamics.Our
focus is on three issues:(1) the persistenceof the response of volatilityto price
shocks,(2) the extent to which the asymmetricconditionalvariancefunctionis a
transientor persistentphenomenon,and (3) the extent to which the contemporaneous price-volumerelationshipextends to the multi-step ahead case. The
analysisutilizes the nonparametricestimate of the conditional density f(y Jx)
for stock price changes and volume obtained by Gallant, Rossi, and Tauchen
(1992)with the SNP method.
The data set consists of n = 16,127 observations,1928-1987, on the daily
-logarithmic price change, Ap,

=

100[log(p)

-

log(p,

1)], where pt is the Stan-

dard and Poor's Composite Price Index, and on the logarithm of the daily
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tradingvolume on the NYSE, vt. Both the Apt and vt series are adjustedto
remove systematiccalendar and trend effects, includinga quadratictrend for
volume, and are taken as jointlystationary.For reportingresults,the Apt series
is in units of percentagechanges,that is, Ap = 1.0 is a one-percentmovementin
the index. The vt series is in units of standarddeviationsrelative to the mean,
so vt= 1.0 means one standard deviation above the quadratic trend. The
volume series is exceptionallyvolatile. One standarddeviation represents42.7
percent above the trend,whichwould be on the orderof 65 to 85 million shares
above recent normal levels of 150 to 200 million shares per day. (The volume
exceeded 600 million shares on the day of the '87 crash.)
To verifystationarityof the volume series, we fitted augmentedDickey-Fuller
models by regressingadjustedlog volume on one lag of itself and its laggedfirst
differences.With lags of one, five, and twentyfirstdifferences,the coefficienton
the lagged level is 0.86 (0.0044),0.92 (0.0046),0.95 (0.0050),where conventional
OLS standarderrors are in parentheses.These standarderrors do not reflect
the adjustmentsto remove trend and calendareffects from both the level and
varianceof the volume series. However,in view of the large samplesize and the
distanceof the point estimatesfrom unity,it seems reasonableto treat adjusted
volume as stationary.
The SNP method, summarized in Gallant and Tauchen (1992a), uses a
Hermite polynomialexpansionto directlyapproximatethe conditionaldensity.
The leading term of the expansionis an ARCH. The higher-orderterms in the
expansionhave coefficientswhich are functionsof the conditioningdata. In this
manner, the polynomialexpansion allows for shape deviationsfrom normality
and conditionalheterogeneityof unknownform. Gallant and Tauchen (1992a)
derive an efficient rejectionmethod for samplingthe fitted conditionaldensity.
The SNP technique is applied to the univariateseries price change series
alone, Yt= Apt, and to the bivariate series, Yt= (Apt, Vd)' The estimation
produces two fitted conditional densities, f(yt+1Ixd), one for the univariate
series and the other for the bivariateseries. In either case, specificationtests
and other analysisindicatethat a lag length of L = 16 is requiredto fit the data.
Hence, xt is of length 16 in the univariatefit and of length 32 in the bivariate fit.
5.1. Univariate Stock Price Dynamics

Figure 1 shows the dynamic impulse responses of future Ap to shocks in
contemporaneousstock price; Figure 2 shows the correspondingimpulse responses for volatility. Specifically, Figure 1 shows the three profiles,
0 obtained by evaluatingthe sequence
Aj+,^AO2A
A

(x)

=

&[&(yt+1Ixt+1)lxt =x]

(=

,1, ... 20)

where the expectations are computed from
at initial conditions x = x , x,x-,
the SNP univariateestimate f(ylx). 6(yt+jlxtj+-1) is evaluated analytically,
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FIGURE 1.-Impulse

response of Ap to Ap shock, univariate fit. Plotted is 9j(x)=

4'[4'(Y,+j1x,+jd)Ixt=x] againstj for j = 0,1.
x is put equal to x-=

(tp,

20. The heavysolid line is the baselinewhere x

The solid line corresponds to a negative zp shock where

is put equal to xo = (AP,u,Ap,...,pY.

+ (0,0,...,-5.0)'.

/Ap,...,p)'

positive Ap shock where x is put equal to x + = (,up, ,uAp . .,
measured in percent; j is measured in days.

/

The dashed

line corresponds

to a

pY + (0, 0,..., 5.0)'. Ap and yj are

6'[ Ixt= x] is evaluatedby Monte Carlo integration.The initial conditionsare
x

+=

(ymP,

Rep,

x?0 =

(AA,P,

,uP,***,

X- =

( e

+ (O, 0, ...., 5.0)

* * Rp),

1

,

e

Rep)

e)+

(OS0 . .

_S.0)t

1

where ,up = 0.0163 is the sample mean of the price changes, which is essen-

tially zero on the scale of the figures. The initial condition xo is thus the
baseline where Apt-j is pegged to the mean for i < 0. The initial condition x +
correspondsto a five percent rise in the index from t - 1 to t, startingfrom
Apt-j set to the mean for j < 0. Similarly,x- correspondsto a price decreaseof
five percent startingfrom the mean.
The two interestingfeatures of Figure 1 are the extent to which the impulse
responsesare symmetricabout the baseline and heavilydamped.These features
suggest that the conditional mean of the {Apt} series exhibits essentially no
interestinghigher order structureor serial dependence beyond lag one. At lag
one, there is very mild linear dependence (autocorrelationless than 0.10)
consistentwith the asynchronoustradingeffect commonlydisplayedby market
price indexes (Lo and Mackinlay(1988)).
Figure 2 shows impulse responses of price volatility to these same three
shocks.The figure shows the three profiles,{'r+,ij, j-}}201, for volatility.These
profilesare obtainedby evaluatingthe sequence
vj(x) = [Var(yt+jlxt+j-1) xt =xI

(j = 1,2, ..., 20)
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FIGURE2.-Impulse response of volatility to Ap shock, univariate fit. Plotted is vj(x)=
The heavy solid line is the baseline where x
4'[Var(y,+jIx,+1.1)Ix, =x] against j for j= l...,20.
is put equal to xo = (,Ap, A.p./. ,Ap)'. The solid line corresponds to a negative zp shock where
x is put equal to xI=(,up,,up...,u)'+
The dashed line corresponds to a
(0,0,...,-5.0)'.
positive Ap shock where x is put equal to x+= (,up,,up,
. . ,,upY + (0,0,... 5.0)'. Ap is measured in percent, vj is measured in percent squared, and j is measured in days.

at each of the three initial x values, x +, x0, and x -, defined above.

Var(yt+jlxt+j_1) is evaluated analytically,[A*Ixt= x] is evaluated by Monte
Carlo integration.The impulse responsesshown in Figure 2 indicate a leverage
effect in which the price decrease has a larger effect on subsequentvolatility
than does the price increase. The wedge between the effects of positive and
negative price shocks remainsuntil about 15 days after the initial shocks. The
responses also indicate that the effects of the price shocks on volatility are
exceedingly slowly damped relative to the baseline, which is very close to
I-GARCH behavior described by Bollerslev and Engle (1993). Note that the
baseline shows a mild upward drift. The reason is that for data displaying
ARCH-like behavior, volatility will be atypicallylow at an initial condition
Apt-j = ,Ap, j > 1. This situation is more quiescent than usual, so volatility will

drift upwardsfrom that point. Alternative methods, which average over the
marginal distributionof xt, can potentially avoid this drift as illustrated in
Subsection6.1 below.
5.2. Bivariate Price-VolumeDynamics

The next set of impulse-responsesimulationspertain to the effects that price
and volume shockshave on subsequentvolatilityand volume. These results are
obtainedfrom the SNP fit to the bivariateseries yt = (Apt, vt)', where as before
Apt is the adjusted log daily price change and vt is the adjusted log daily
volume. Recall that all results are reported with vt expressed in units of
unconditionalstandarddeviations.
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FIGURE 3.-Scatter
plot of adjusted (Ap, v) data. v is measured in units of unconditional
standard deviation, and ap is measured in percent.

A complicatingfactor for the bivariateerror shocks is the contemporaneous
volume-volatilityrelationship.As is well known (Karpoff(1987);Tauchen and
Pitts (1983)),dayswith large price movementsin either directionare accompanied by highertradingvolume.This associationis analogousin some respectsto
the contemporaneouscorrelation that complicates linear VAR error shock
analysis, as it should be accounted for in defining realistic shocks to the
bivariatesystem.It differsfrom the usual correlation,though, in that it relates
the varianceof one of the variables,Ape, to the level of the other variable,v,.
There is essentiallyno relationshipbetween Ap, and v,.
Figure 3 is a scatter plot of the data, (Apt, vt), which reveals clearly the
contemporaneousvolume-volatilityrelationship.The triangularshape of the
point cloud showsthat dayswith smallpricevolatilitytend to be dayswith lower
than averagevolume,while dayswith large pricevolatilityare highvolumedays.
The scatter plot is useful for definingshocks to prices and volume that are
consistentwith the historicalrange of the data. In particular,the scatter plot
suggeststhe followingdesign,with three typesof errorshockslabeled A, B, and
C, is typicalof the variationof the data:
j (
yAy

5.0,

2.0),

YA~
= (-~5 .0,

2 .0),

5.0,

0.0)',

0,

2.0)'

yB`(
Sy-=
SYC=,

(-5

0.0,

2.0)'7
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FIGURE4.-Experimental design. Shown are A shocks, yAy=(5.0,2.OY,SyA= (-5.0, 2.0Y; B
shocks, 8y = (5.0,0.OY, 3y= (-5.0,0.0)'; and C shocks, 3y = (0.0,2.OY8y-= (0.0, - 2.OY.v is
measuredin units of unconditionalstandarddeviation,and Ap is measuredin percent.

The A shocks are combinedprice-volumeshockswhere the price movements
are ? 5.0 percent and volume is 2 standarddeviationsabove its unconditional
mean. The B shocks are pure price shocksof + 5.0 percentwith volume pinned
at its mean. Finally, the C shocks are pure volume shocks of ? 2.0 standard
deviationswith no price movements.Figure4 is a diagramof the three types of
shocks.ComparingFigure 4 to Figure 3 indicatesthat each of the three classes
of shocksdo occur in the data set. The comparisonalso indicatesthat the layout
of the design comes reasonablyclose to tracingout the extreme edges of the
point cloud in Figure 3.
The recent theoreticalliteratureon price-volumerelationshipscan be used to
interpret the design of the shock experiments.In the Blume-Easley-O'Hara
framework,informationis diffusedand incorporatedinto prices via the trading
of informed investors. The uninformed traders infer that a new packet of
informationhas arrivedin the system partiallythrough the volume of trade.
Thus, as information arrives the trading process diffuses the information,
resultingin a price movementon higher than normalvolume. Our A shock is
designed to capture this situation. In some situations, a relevant piece of
informationmay arriveas commonknowledge.In this case (representedby a B
shock),we expect to see an early consensus and a price movementon average
contemporaneousvolume. The positive C shock representsthe situationwhere
no consensus has been reached and trade occurs due to disparatebeliefs. The
negative C shock is includedfor symmetry.
The analysisreported here concentratesexclusivelyon the effects of shocks
on the one-step varianceof Ap, (volatility)and the one-step mean of v,. The
effects of price and volume shocks on forecastsof Ap,+j, j > 1, are either very
heavilydamped,as in Figure 1 above, or negligible,and thus are not reported.
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FIGURE 5.-Impulse responsesof volatilityand volumeto Ap and v shock(type A), bivariatefit.
Plotted in the top panel is Pj(x) = d'[Var(Ap,+jjx,+j_1)Ix=x] against j for j = 1,...,20.
Plotted in the bottom panel is B1(x) = 414'(vt+j Ix+,+j1)Ix, =x] against j for j = 0,1,...,20. In
each panel, the heavysolid line is the baselinewhere x is put equal to xA = (I,Y,,'iYI...,,yY, the
.. . ,, Y +
solid line correspondsto a negative A shock where x is put equal to xA= (IY,,USY,
(0,0..., y'Y, and the dashed line correspondsto a positive A shock where x is put equal to
x4= (1y, i.'.,i
Y + (0,0.8.. yA,Y. v and v; are measuredin units of unconditionalstandard
deviation,ap is measuredin percent, vp , is measuredin percentsquared,and j is measuredin
days.

Price and volume shocks do affect the one-step covarianceof Apt+j with v,+j
and the one-step variance of vt+i. But since these effects are less interesting
from an economicperspectivethan the direct effectsof shockson pricevolatility
and volume, they are not reported. Figures 5, 6, and 7 show the impulse
responses of price volatility and volume to A, B, and C shocks, respectively.
The volatilityresponses,shown in the top panels, are computedas
vAPJ( x) =

[Var(Apt+jlxt+jl)lxt =x]

(j

1, 2. ., 20)

evaluated at x = x, x?, and x-. The volume responses, shown in the bottom
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FIGURE 6.-Impulse responsesof volatilityand volume to pure ap shock(type B), bivariatefit.
Plotted in the top panel is %P,,(x)-4[Var(Ap,+j1x,+j1)Ix, =x] against j for j = 1,...,20.
=x] against j for j 0,1,... 20. In
Plotted in the bottom panel is Q(x)= 6'[6V(Vi+jXIt+ji)lXt
each panel, the heavysolid line is the baselinewhere x is put equal to x?- (pt! 1Y,.
gy)', the
+
solid line correspondsto a negative B shock where x is put equal to xB7= W,yjyyy
(0,0,...,Sy?'Y, and the dashed line correspondsto a positive B shock where x is put equal to
xB = (iyi,, 1i , .*
yY + (0,0 .* * v y 'Y. v and v} are measured in units of unconditional standard
deviation,zip is measuredin percent,v,Ap,jis measuredin percentsquared,and j is measuredin
days.

panels, are computedas
ar
c
ex' Fo A h0, t i
a [t+jlxuatedja.t
v(x)
evaluatedat the same three x's. For A shocks,the initial conditionsare
xA

=

XA(

-

I

(iY

Ay*
..

Y * * I'

y),

+

(?0?

0*

...

a

+

Y

lly,--4
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FIGURE7.-Impulse responsesof volatilityand volume to pure v shock (type C), bivariatefit.
Plotted in the top panel is iP, i(x)= 4'[Var(Apt+jIxt+j-1) xt=x] against j for j=1,...,20.
Plotted in the bottom panel is Q (x)=

4[4'(vt+jIxt+j1)

Ix=xx]

against

j

for j=0,1,...20.

In

each panel, the heavy solid line is the baseline where x is put equal to xo = (!,uy, W. yY
the solid line correspondsto a negativeC shockwhere x is put equal to xc= (/yUSy, ..,A,SyY+
(0?,0-. 6yE'Y, and the dashed line correspondsto a positive C shock where x is put equal to
+'Y. v and Uj are measuredin units of unconditionalstandard
=(Ii,, WYp9...tWY
y+ (0,0...
deviation,Ap is measuredin percent,vp is measuredin percent squared,and j is measuredin
days.

where 1iYis the sample averageof the {yt) process. For B and C shocks, the
initial conditionsare defined similarlywith the appropriateSy in the rightmost
place.
The three profiles shown in each of the panels of Figures 5, 6, and 7 are
computed using Monte Carlo methods as described in Subsection 2.5. The
computationof 64(vt+jlxt+j>1)and Var(Apt+jlxt+j-1)are exact as a functionof
xt+j-1, but their forecastsgiven xt = x must be done by Monte Carlo.
The impulse-responseanalysisreveals four main characteristicsof volatility
and volume dynamics.
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First, asymmetryof the volatilityresponse (the leverage effect) is attenuated
and is essentiallya transienteffect in the bivariatesystem.This can be seen by
comparingthe top panels of Figures 5 and 6 to Figure 2 and noting that in
Figures5 and 6 the leverageeffect dampsin aboutfive or six days.The damping
of leverageis much more rapidthan the slow dampingof volatilityback towards
baseline.
Second, the impulse responses of volume to volume shocks (C shocks) are
symmetricand extremelyslowlydamped,as can be seen in the bottom panel of
Figure 7.
Third,volume shocks(C shocks)-have a very small effect on subsequentprice
volatility,as is evident in the top panel of Figure 7. This very mild feedback
from volume to volatilityis consistentwith the findingsof Schwert(1989) who
applies linear methods to volume and a constructed volatility series. Weak
feedback suggests that the price series is nearly Grangercausallyprior in the
nonlinearsense discussedby Chamberlain(1982).
Fourth, large price movementsto common-knowledgeinformationevents (B
shocks) increase volume in the very short run but decrease volume over the
longer term. This can be seen in the bottom panel of Figure 6. The short-run
positiveeffect is evident in the work of Gallant,Rossi, and Tauchen(1992)who
examine one-step ahead volatility.The very slowly damped long-termnegative
effect is a new findingof this paper.
The two most interestingand novel findingsare the first, which pertains to
long-termattenuationof leverage,and the fourth,whichpertainsto the contrast
between the short- and long-termeffects of price shockson volume.
6. CONFIRMATION

OF IMPULSE-RESPONSE

RESULTS

6.1. Robustnessto ConditioningSet
As previouslynoted in Section 3, there are two notions of a representative
impulse-responsesequence. The first, as just seen, is to use the unconditional
mean of {xtj as the starting point: xo = (pZY'... ,
.

y'Y. The second is to average

the impulseresponsesover the unconditionaldistributionof xt. Figure 8 shows
impulseresponsescomputedfor the B-shockcomputedthe latter way. The top
panel pertains to price volatility, where the negative, baseline, and positive
response sequences are computedas
1 16127
p,j

16100 ,r=EVAP,j(XT1+8X),
28
1

16127

E

VjPj = 16100 ,r= 28
1

VAP, j(X-1),

16127

EVAPJ(X

1+ax-),

16100 rr28

for j= 1, 2,9..., 20, where Ax+= (0,, ...,

y+')' and Ax =(0, 0, ..,y
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FIGURE8.-Impulse responsesof volatilityandvolumeto pure ap shock(type B), averagedover
the unconditional distribution of {xj}, bivariate fit. Plotted in the top panel is vP .=
against j for j-1, . .20. Plotted in the bottom
Ix1+j1)Ix1 -T]
(1/16100)E1,=284'[Var(Ap'+
In each
Q
)4'Xv1+1Ix+
xt=-)x1 ] against j for j=0,1,...,20.
panel is =(1/16100)E
panel, the heavysolid line is the baselinewhere XT= xT, the solid line correspondsto a negativeB
shockwhere XfT= xT+ (0,0, ... ., SYB'Y,and the dashedline correspondsto a positiveB shockwhere
= (APT-16,T-167
v and uj are measuredin units
...P1,vT-1).
Y. x-1
xT+ (0,o ...,SYB
XTof unconditionalstandarddeviation, zp is measured in percent, PAP] is measured in percent
squared,and j is measuredin days.

the bottom panel, the averagedimpulseresponsesfor the volume are
16127

1
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for j = 0, 1, 2,..., 20. As expected,the baselines in Figure8 are flat. The lack of
baseline drift is due to averagingover manybaselineswith differentpatternsof
drift. ComparingFigure 8 to Figure 6 indicates that, for this data set, the
patternsfor B shocksrelativeto the baselines are robustto the method used to
compute the representativeresponse. The same is true for A and C shocks
(figuresnot shown).
6.2. ContrastswithLinearModels
A reasonablequestion is whetherour findingscould have been uncoveredby
fitting a more traditionallinear model. To addressthis issue, we computedthe
impulse-responsesequences for the three types of shocks using a highly restricted SNP model. The restricted model has a linear specificationfor the
conditional mean function coupled with an ARCH-type specificationfor the
conditional variance function, each with a lag length of 16. The conditional
second moment specificationof the restricted SNP model differs only mildly
from the ARCH model of Engle (1982) in that it parameterizesthe conditional
standarddeviation instead of the conditionalvariance.The error density is a
modifiedHermite-expansionwith quarticpolynomialto capturethe thick-tailed
characterof the distribution.To be precise,the fittedmodel is the 164 0 0 0 0 SNP
specificationreportedin Table 5, p. 218, of Gallant,Rossi, and Tauchen(1992).
The restricted SNP model is very close to the basic ARCH model with
non-normalerrorsthat has been utilized in manyempiricalfinance studies (see
Engle and Bollerslev(1986), and Engle and Gonzales-Rivera(1991)). Conventional model selection criteriaand specificationtests sharplyrejectthis model in
favor of more complicatedSNP models, so it is interestingto investigatewhat
features of the data it misses.
Figure 9 shows the impulse-responsesequences for the B-shocks (common
knowledge events) based on this specificationof the conditionaldensity. The
sequences were computedusing the second method which averagesover all xt
in the data set, so the figureis directlycomparableto Figure 8.
In the top panel of Figure 9, the conditionalvarianceresponses to positive
and negativeshocks are constrainedto be identicaldue to the symmetryof the
basic ARCH specification.In contrast,the fully parameterizedSNP fit used for
Figure 8 displaysdamped asymmetry.Also, there is a noticeable baseline drift
in the top panel of Figure 9 which is likely due to the misspecificationintrinsic
in this model.
The bottom panel of Figure 9 shows the volume responsesto these positive
and negative price shocks, which are constrainedto be mirrorimages of one
another due to the linear specificationof the conditionalmean function. This
panel differsdramaticallyfrom its counterpartin Figure8 obtainedfrom the full
SNP fit. In particular,the short-runincrease in volume followed by a long-run
decline for both positive and negative shocks is totally absent. The similar
responses in volume irrespective of the sign of the price shock are to be
expected, because of the well-knowncontemporaneousrelationshipbetween
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FIGURE 9.-Impulse responsesof volatilityand volumeto pure Ap shock(type B) from a linear
ARCH, averagedover the unconditionaldistributionof {xj), bivariatefit. Plotted in the top panel is
20. Plotted in the
= X_ 1 against j for j = 1, .
Vdpj = (1/16
28,e[Var ( pt +j Ixt +j -)jXt
bottom panel is =(1/16100)E161274[4(vt+jxt+j_l)lXt=I_x-1] against j for j=0,1,...,20. In
line is the baseline where x' = x7, the solid line correspondsto a
each panel, the heavy solid
A
and the dashedline correspondsto a positiveB
Y
negativeB shockwhere r = x + (0,0 . . ., y'Y,
yB'Y. x7=(Apr166,vr716,.A-,p71 ,v7-1). v and Vj are meashock where x7=x +(0,0,...
suredin units of unconditionalstandarddeviation,Ap is measuredin percent,vjp j is measuredin
percentsquared,and j is measuredin days.

volume and the magnitudeof the price change.The symmetriesimposedby the
linear specificationresult in misleadingimpressionsof the dynamics.
6.3. ConfidenceBandsfor KeyFindings
The two main characteristicsuncoveredin Section 5 are attenuateddamped
leverage and the differentialshort- and long-termresponse of volume to price
shocks.These characteristics,apparentfrom the point estimates,requirestatistical validation.Figures 10, 11, and 12 show 95 percent, sup-normconfidence
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FIGURE 10.-95% confidenceband for differentialresponseof volatilityto Ap and v shock(type
A
A), bivariatefit. The solid line is A j=
jP(Xj4)vp jx(x) plotted againstj for j= 1.20
j

where Avp,j(x)
(/y,,Y, -..,y)'

=

Y + (0,0.
8y,Y'Y, and x)+=
4'[Var(Ap,+jIx, +j1)Ix, =x], x,= (/1y,, p.i .
+ (0,0..(SyA4'Y. The dashed lines show a constantwidth, simultaneouslyvalid

95%confidenceintervalon the 20 valuesof APp,j. Ap is measuredin percent,A
in percentsquared,and j is measuredin days.
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FIGURE 11.-95% confidenceband for differentialresponseof volatilityto Ap shock,univariate
A
fit. The solid line is A p,j=jA p,j(X+)_
plotted against j for j = 1,..20 where
J(X-)
yg .. WY)'+ (0,0, ... . -5.0Y, and x+=
VAP,j(X) = 4'[Var(Ap,+j1x,+j11)Ix, =X], X-= (/y
(/4,,Ay9....,) 'yy+ (0,00 . . ., 5.0)'.The dashedlines show a constantwidth,simultaneouslyvalid 95%
confidenceintervalon the 20 values of AA
Ap is measuredin percent, AAp is measuredin
ij.
percentsquared,and j is measuredin days.
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FIGURE12.-95% confidenceband for differentialresponseof volume to pure Ap shock (type
B), bivariatefit. The solid line in the top panel is Q(x -) plotted againstj for j = 0, 1, . . ., 20 where
XB = (/i,

+ (0, 0?,...,

tz t..,Y

y -'Y. The dashed lines show a constant width, simultaneously

valid 95%confidenceintervalon the valuesof Q(x-) for j = 1. 20. The solid line in the bottom
panel is Dj(x ) plotted against j for j = 0,1,...,20 where B1(x)= 4'[4'(v,+jIx,+j)Ix, =x] and
The dashed lines show a constantwidth, simultaneously
+ (0,0...Sy'Y.
x+= (/ty, y.../zY
valid 95% confidenceintervalon the valuesof b1(xB) for j = 1,. 20. v and Vj(x)are measuredin
units of unconditionalstandarddeviationand j is measuredin days.

bands around quantities relevant for these findings, and thereby provide an
indicationof the statisticalsignificance.We computethe bandsfor the firsttype
of impulse-responsefunctions where the unconditional mean of x, is the
startingpoint. The computationsfor the bands are considerablyless demanding
for the first type and the robustnessanalysissuggestedsimilarpoint estimates.
The confidencebands are 95 percent sup-normconfidencebands obtained by
bootstrappingas describedin Subsection2.6.
Figure 10 shows a 95 percent confidenceband aroundthe estimates
7A

{+8

_7A

PJX-)

2= 1,
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If the populationvolatilityfunction is symmetric,that is, the leverage effect is
absent, then the above differences should be jointly insignificant.The figure
suggests some evidence for asymmetryin the first five days followed by no
detectable asymmetry;the sup-normbands after day five are tightly centered
about zero differentialresponse.
Figure 11 shows a 95 percent confidenceband for the differentialresponseof
volatilityfrom the univariateestimationdiscussedin Subsection5.1 above. The
point estimate of the differentialresponse shows persistentasymmetry,though
the confidenceband is wide and includeszero for all but one day. Overall,our
interpretationfrom the two figuresis that there is some evidence for short-run
asymmetrybut very little evidence for long-termpersistentasymmetry.
The top and bottompanels of Figure 12 show similarlyconstructed95 percent
confidencebands aroundthe effects of pure price shocks on volume relativeto
baseline. The top panel shows
v;(Xs -(x0)

? m095

(j= 1, 2,....,20)

while the bottom panel shows
t;(X)

-vx)J XB

9

(j=

1, 2,..., 20)

where the M's are computed as described in Subsection 2.6. The confidence
bands indicate that the short-runincrease in volume generated by the price
shock is marginallystatisticallysignificantat the 95 percent level. On the other
hand, the long-term decrease in volume is more strongly significant. The
long-term decrease in volume presents a challenge to theoretical models of
short-termspeculativetrading.Models based on either the notion of a random
mixing process forcing a sequence of equilibria (Tauchen and Pitts (1983),
Andersen (1992), Gallant and Tauchen (1992b)) or the notion of a market
microstructure(Foster and Viswanathan(1992)) predict that volume remains
above baseline.
7. PERSISTENCE IN VARIANCE

If a GARCH model is fitted to short-termfinancialprice movements,then
the implied volatility process looks integrated, or very nearly so (Engle and
Bollerslev(1986)). Nelson (1990) presents theoreticalevidence that one should
expect to see a "unit-root"in variance as data are sampled more frequently,
even if the true process is stationary.His findings are the second-moment
analogues of Sims's (1984) findings regardingthe martingale-likebehavior of
financialprices.
We utilize the methodsof Subsection2.7 to examinepersistencepropertiesof
the price and volume process. The top panel of Figure 13 shows overplotsof
{xc : t = 28, 156,284,... 16028}.
conditional mean profiles {APj(x)}J.1,for x E
Some reduction of the 16,100 available x values is needed to keep the plots
from becomingoverlydense. The choice of every 128th xt, which generates 125
profiles, was determined by experimentation.The middle panel of Figure 13
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bivariate fit. Panel (a) shows overplots for T= 28,156,...,16028 of the
conditional mean profiles {Aj3(x,)})j'o where Aj(x)=
[42(Ap,?+1x,?ji)1x1 =x,.l]
Panel
(b) shows overplots for r = 28,156,...,16028 of the conditional mean profiles {Qj(x,)}Ijlo where
Q(x) = &[6(vt+jlx +j-l)Ixt =x1-l]. Panel (c) shows overplots for r = 28,156,...,16028 of the
conditional volatility profiles {v(Aj(xt))j.j
where 'P, j(x) = 4'[Var(zip1 +j Ix+jx- )X)
Ixt= -1]
against j for j 1.
20. v and Vj are measured in uinitsof unconditional standard deviation, Ap is
measured in percent, p1 is measured in percent squared, and j is measured in days.

showsoverplotsof similarlyconstructedprofilesfor the volume.For each t, the
profile is computedout J = 100 steps.
The profilefor Ap shownin the top panel showsthat this series is clearlynot
integrated;there is a very strong dampingof the profiles to the unconditional
mean. The volume series, however,shows a dampingof the profilesconsistent
with stationaritybut at a much slowerrate than for the ap series. Examination
of the plot shows a half rate of decay of the initial perturbationof some 40
periods. This is roughlyconsistent with the sort of damping expected in an
AR(1) model with an autoregressiveparameterof 0.90.
The bottom panel of Figure 13 shows the conditional volatility profiles
{vAP,j(x)},1? for x E {x,: t = 28, 156,284,...,

16028} which is the same set of x's

used in the conditionalmean profiles.The volatilityprofilessuggestthat shocks
to varianceare very slowly damped,but do die out. The volatilityshows little
evidence of integration100 steps out. The profile for the bivariatefits contrast
sharplywith very unstableand persistentprofilesfor the univariatefitted SNP.
For example, the univariatevolatility profile shown in Figure 1 shows little
evidence of convergenceto the baseline. Recall from Subsection3.2, that the
conditionalvolatilityprofilesfor an AR(1) model with GARCH(1,1) errorswill
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damp at a geometricrate governedby a +,B:
a5

[Var(Ajpt+jIxt+j_ 1) IxtI
j-1

- Ayt-1)

E (a +I3)k + (8 + a)j-la(yt
k=O

+ (,B + a) j 1,8Var (Apt Ixt_ ).

For an I-GARCHmodel, a + ,8 = 1, the profilefor each xt is
69[Var

(pt+jlxt+j-,)Ixt]

= (-l1)a

+ a(y,

Ayt_1)2

+ ,BVar (AptIxt1)

which shows linear drift away from a value that depends stronglyon xt. The
volatilityprofiles do not display this type of long-term dependence on initial
conditioncharacteristicof the I-GARCHmodel.
Some caution should be exercisedin interpretingour findingson persistence.
The Markovianstructureof the SNP model allows for only a finite numberof
lags of the variables in the conditioningset. To capture extremely long-run
persistencemay require a very large numberof lags. Diagnosticsperformedby
Gallant, Rossi, and Tauchen(1992) suggestthat the fitted bivariateSNP model
fails to capture some of the movements of volatility at a yearly frequency;
however, additional evidence shows that volatility computed from the fitted
bivariate SNP closely conforms to movements in volatility on a monthly and
shorterterm basis.
8. CONCLUSION

We have developed an approachfor analyzingthe dynamicsof a nonlinear
time series that is represented by a nonparametricestimate of its one-step
ahead conditional density. The approach entails examinationof conditional
moment profilescorrespondingto certain shocks;a conditionalmoment profile
is the conditionalexpectationevaluated at time t of a time invariantfunction
evaluated at time t +i regardedas a function of j. The differencebetween a
conditionalmomentprofile and a baseline profileis the generalizationof linear
impulse-responseanalysis to the nonlinear situation. The approach includes
strategiesfor layingout realisticperturbationexperimentsin multivariatesituations and for undertakingstatisticalinferenceusing bootstrapmethods.
The empiricalwork uncoverstwo importantnew characteristicsof the multiperiod dynamicsof the marketprice change and the transactionsvolume on the
NYSE. First, the so-called leverage effect is a heavily damped transient phenomenon;it is both statisticallyand practicallyinsignificantfive to six days after
a large movementin the market.Second, large price movementson commonknowledgeinformationgenerate increasedvolume in the short run but reduce
volume over the longer term.
The work underscoresthe importanceof using nonlinearmodels to capture
dynamics.In particular,the two majorfindingswould have been missed com-
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pletely by models linear in the conditionalmean and/or variancefunctions.The
work also demonstratespotential for using nonparametricdensity estimates to
implementpracticableinference proceduresbased on bootstrapmethods.
Dept. of Statistics,North CarolinaState University,Raleigh,NC 27695, U.S.A.,
Grad.School of Business,Universityof Chicago,1101 E. 58th St., Chicago,IL
60637, U.SA.
and
Dept. of Economics,Duke University,Durham,NC 27708, U.S.A.
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